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Abstract
This study investigates the effect of reading strategies instruction in L2 (English) on raising reading strategies
awareness and use and reading ability of Iranian EFL learners in L2 (English) and L1 (Persian) as a result of transfer
of reading strategies from L2 to L1. To this purpose, 120 students of intermediate and advanced English proficiency
levels constituted the control and experimental groups. Then, a test of reading comprehension and a reading strategy
questionnaire in L2 and L1 as pretests were distributed to the participants. After giving the experimental groups
reading strategy instruction the post tests were distributed to all participants. Analysis of the data showed the
experimental group outperformed the control group on the English and Persian reading comprehension strategy
questionnaire and reading comprehension tests. Through teaching reading strategies in L2 we can enhance the
reading strategy awareness and use and reading ability of EFL students both in L2 and L1.
Keywords: Reading, Reading strategies, Reverse transfer, First language, Second language
1. Introduction
Reading, whether in L1 or L2 is surely an important skill. Chastain (1988, p. 216) states “reading is a basic and
complementary skill in language learning.” Since reading is a problem-solving activity, the idea of strategic reading
has become the matter of investigation in recent years. Since the late 1970's, ESL researchers have begun to
recognize the relationship between reading strategies and successful and unsuccessful second language reading in
L1 and/or L2 (Block, 1986; Jimenez, Garcia, and Pearson, 1995, Anderson and Roit, 1993; Block, 1993; Palincsar
and Brown, 1984; Paris, Cross, and Lipson, 1984; Pearson and Fielding, 1991, Carrell, 1998). Urquhart and Weir
(1998, p. 95) regard reading strategies as “ways of getting around difficulties encountered while reading.” Reading
in a L2 is not a monolingual event. L2 readers have access to their first language as they read. The influence of the
L1 on the learner’s performance in a given target language is called “substratum transfer” (Odlin, 1989, p. 169).
Odlin (1989, p. 27) defines transfer as “the influence resulting from similarities and differences between the target
language and any other language (emphasis added) that has been previously (and perhaps imperfectly) acquired.”
This transfer can affect all linguistic (such as phonetic, phonological, semantic, syntactic, morphological) and
non-linguistic (such as concepts, culture, and attitude,) levels. Cohen (1995) found that people with access to two or
more languages frequently shift between them. Pavlenko and Travis (2002, p. 191) in their discussions of transfer,
refer to ‘bidirectional transfer’ as the two-way interaction between the two linguistic systems. As far as the
bi-directional transfer is concerned, the concept of “dual language” was put forward as an alternative to
“interlanguage” (Kecskes & Papp, 2003; Kecskes & Cuenca, 2005). Research in language studies has ever used
terms such as L1 and interlanguage (Selinker, 1972). Interlanguage is the language of the L2 learner as an
approximation to an L1 system of native speakers. However, Cook (2003, p.1) introduces these concepts in a more
comprehensive way by using the term ‘multicompetence’. Multi-competence means the knowledge of two or more
languages in one mind. It involves the concept of interlanguage and L1, and regards the mind of the L2 user with
these components as a whole rather than as separate components. As Cook (2004, p. 2) states, this concept suggests
that “since the first language and the other language or languages are in the same mind, they must form a language
super-system at some level rather than completely separate systems.” Therefore, studying second language
acquisition means accepting this totality, not just the interlanguage component. Grosjean (1992, in Pavlenko &
Travis, 2002) states that a bilingual is not the sum of two complete or incomplete monolinguals in one body but
rather a specific speaker with a unique linguistic system.
The idea of multi-competence opens a new area of research on the effects of L2 on L1. Lu (2004) notes, "language
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transfer is not restricted to L1 transfer." The direction of this transfer may also be the reverse. This kind of transfer is
referred to as “borrowing transfer” (Odlin, 1989, p. 169), reverse or backward transfer (see Kecskes & Papp, 2000).
Borrowing transfer affects language in all its aspects; "although the L1’s phonetic and phonological features are not
likely to be affected, since it is so established in the speaker” (Arranz, 2005, p. 117). Cook (2003, p. 1) mentions that
“the first language of people who know other languages differs from their monolingual peers in diverse ways” from
vocabulary to pragmatics. Bialystok (2001) maintains that L2 user children have more metalinguistic skills in L1
than their monolingual peers. Hungarian children who know English use more complex sentences in their L1 than
those who do not know English (Kecskes & Papp, 2000).
Cook (2004, p. 1) states “learning another language does seem to change people's ‘thinking’ to some extent.” With
all that has been mentioned above about the benefits of knowing a second language and the cross-linguistic
influence, it seems that not much research has been carried out on the effects of L2 on L1 as far as the transfer of
reading strategies from L2 to L1 is concerned. This study attempts to investigate if the reading strategy awareness
and use and reading ability in L2 would transfer to L1 reading tasks as a result of explicit reading strategy instruction
in L2. The following hypotheses are therefore put forward:
1a & b) There is no differential gain for experimental and control groups in English/Persian reading scores after the
intervention;
2a & b) The proficiency level of students will have no significant influence over gain in scores from pre to post test
situation in English/Persian reading scores;
3a & b) There is no differential gain for experimental and control groups in English/Persian reading strategy scores
after the intervention;
4a & b) The proficiency level of students will have no significant influence over gain in scores from pre to post test
situation in English/Persian reading strategy scores.
2. Methodology
2.1 Participants
The subjects of this study were Iranian pre-university boy students of about 18 years of age, who had already passed
the general English as well as the Persian language and literature courses at the third grade of high school.
2.2 Instrumentation
The following instruments were used in this study:
2.2.1 Language Proficiency Test
In order to make sure of the homogeneity of the control and experimental groups in terms of their English language
knowledge, a test battery of Nelson, series 400B was employed. The time allotted was 30 minutes. The test was
piloted on a similar group of ten students and the reliability of the test scores according to the KR-21 formula turned
out to be 75.78.
2.2.2 Test of Reading Comprehension in English
In developing the test of reading comprehension in English five passages were selected from the reading section of
books two and three of New Interchange series (Richards, 1997). The number of words in the selected five passages
ranges from 257 to 295 words. Six items were developed for each passage and in all there were thirty items for all
five passages. The nature of the items in terms of recognizing main ideas, vocabulary knowledge, and inferencing
was the same for all passages. The reliability of the test of reading as calculated through the K-R21 formula turned
out to be .81. To determine the concurrent validity of the test of reading in English, the correlation coefficient
between the Nelson test of proficiency in English and the test of reading comprehension in English in the piloting
stage was calculated and turned out to be .79. The time allowed was 30 minutes as determined at the piloting stage.
2.2.3 Test of Reading Comprehension in Persian language
The reading comprehension test in Persian had two passages, each containing fifteen items, and in all 30 items. The
nature of the items for the two passages in terms of recognizing main ideas, vocabulary knowledge, and inferencing
was the same. After administering this test to a similar group of twenty students, the reliability of the scores of this
test according to the KR-21 formula at the piloting stage was calculated to be 0.82.
2.2.4 Questionnaire
The strategic approach was measured by means of a five-point Likert scale reading strategies questionnaire (Never/
Seldom/ Sometimes/ Usually/ and Always true of me) offering an immediate retrospective picture of the reading
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behavior.. All the 33 items in this study were adapted from different related questionnaires in research-validated
studies (Oxford, R, L., Yunkyoung Cho, Santoi Leung, and Hae-Jin Kim, 2004; Sheorey R. and Mokhtari, K., 2001;
Baker, William and Boonkit, Kamonpan, 2004; Taillefer and pugh, 1998) and adopted for the purpose of this study.
The reason why these items were selected was the ease of use by students, ease of training to the students in the
experimental group as far as the time limit was concerned, and finally being of great importance in reading both in
L2 and L1. The strategy questionnaire was in Persian so that students felt more comfortable with the questionnaire.
The internal consistency reliability coefficient of the instrument at the piloting stage was calculated to be 0.78 as it
was piloted with 10 students of the similar proficiency level taking part in the study.
2.3 Procedure
First the Nelson English language proficiency test was administered to 198 students through which two groups were
identified, that is, those whose scores were between –1 and +1 Standard deviation on the normal distribution curve
(i.e., 35.65- 60.65) were taken as intermediate and those whose scores were above +1 Standard deviation (i.e., 60.65
and above) as advanced group. The selected subjects were then put into control and experimental groups, each
containing 30 students. To find out the current reading ability of subjects in L2 reading comprehension, the English
language reading test as a pretest was administered among the subjects, which was immediately followed by the
reading strategy questionnaire as a retrospective measure of their strategic reading behavior. This would determine
what strategies students applied before, during, and after reading in their L2. In the next session (the students had
two sessions a week) the reading test in Persian was administered as another pretest, followed by the same reading
strategy questionnaire to determine what strategies students would use before, while and after reading in Persian.
After the pretest, the experimental group received strategy treatment along with their regular classroom materials,
but the control group was only taught their regular classroom materials.
Students should experience successful learning and develop independent learning skills with the support of the
teacher. This process has been referred to as ‘scaffolding’. Gradually, the teacher removes the supports, so that
students can practice independently (Jones et al., 1987). In this study for the scaffolding of the reading process the
two central phases of Scaffolding Reading Experience (SRE) (Graves and Graves, 1994, in Graves and Graves, 1995)
were used as given below:
a) The planning phase: In the planning phase the teacher should consider the students (their needs, concerns,
interests, strengths, weaknesses, background knowledge, etc.), the text (its topic and theme, it comprehensibility,
etc), and the purpose(s) for reading (for what purpose is the student reading the text?); and,
b) The implementation phase: The implementation phase of SRE has three components: pre-reading, during reading,
and post-reading activities.
Apart from this, in this study three types of scaffolding as mentioned in McEwan (2004) were used as given below:
1) People (teacher and peers) scaffolding: for this purpose the model of Collaborative Strategic Reading (CSR)
developed by Klingner and Vaughn (1996, 1998) was adopted and adapted. Klingner and Vaughn (1996) designed
CSR by combining reciprocal teaching (Palincsar and Brown, 1984) with cooperative learning (Johnson and
Johnson, 1987). Through a number of research trials, CSR has been refined and currently consists of four
comprehension strategies that students apply before, during, and after reading in small cooperative groups. These
reading strategies are:
(a) preview (before reading); (b) click and clunk (during reading); (c) get the gist (during reading); and, (d) wrap-up
(after reading).
It was selected for the following reasons: 1) It integrates oral language development and reading through all phases
of instruction; 2) it develops critical thinking and social skills; 3) it develops self-esteem and self-confidence; 4) it
helps students develop proficiency in English; and, 5) it can be applied in the three phases of pre-reading,
while-reading, and post-reading activities.
Initially, the teacher presents the strategies (preview, click and clunk, get the gist, and wrap-up) to the whole class
using modeling and the thinking aloud techniques. The goals of CSR are to improve reading comprehension and
increase conceptual learning in ways that maximize students’ involvement. CSR was implemented in two phases: a)
teaching the strategies, and, b) cooperative learning group activity or student pairing.
However, in people scaffolding three stages of I do it, We do it, and You do it, are implemented each of which will
be explained below:
a: I do it, in which the teacher models the strategy by thinking aloud for students. Here the first phase of CSR, that
is Teaching the Strategies, was applied. I explained each single strategy employed in the study. The strategy training
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consists of a number of pre-reading, while-reading and post-reading strategies.
In this study the five strategy instruction elements by Winograd and Hare (1988, in Carrell, 1998) were employed,
including a) What is the strategy? b) Why should a strategy be learned? c) How should a strategy be used? d) When
and where should the strategy be used? And, e) How should a strategy use be evaluated?
A common method of teaching strategies is the teacher think-aloud method or modeling (see Pressley, El-Dinary,
and Brown, 1992, p. 112) which is “the act of thinking aloud regarding cognitive processing as well as engaging in
observable behaviors” (McEwan, 2004, p. 21). For example, a teacher can model comprehension monitoring while
reading aloud to the students by saying I understand this paragraph, so I will go on, or This paragraph doesn’t make
sense; I’d better reread it.
The teacher and students had a text in hand. The teacher read the text by using the think-aloud technique and showed
the students how to deal with the text strategically. To this end, the first phase of CSR (i.e., Teaching the Strategies)
was employed. Students learn four strategies of previewing (pre-reading), click and clunk, and getting the gist
(while-reading), and wrapping up (post-reading) through teacher modeling. I got the text and began to think aloud
about the preview section. I asked myself questions such as Do I know anything about the topic? Do the pictures,
graphs, diagrams, etc. give me a hint of the text content? What is the main idea? Then, I began to think aloud about
the answer to these questions. In Klingner and Vaughn’s CSR model there were two key activities for the preview
stage (i.e., activating background knowledge and predicting about the text). However, the preview strategy is
supported by the pre-reading strategies as fix-up strategies in order for CSR to suit the purposes of this study.
After finishing the preview stage I began to think aloud about the text using the while reading Click and Clunk
strategy as mentioned in CSR. The click is something that readers understand while reading. The clunk is something
that they don’t understand. Click and clunk is a strategy used to monitor one’s understanding during reading, and to
use fix-up strategies when failure to understanding occurs. To think aloud I read a paragraph aloud and asked myself
Is everything clicking? Where are the clunks in the section that I am just reading? I then used fix-up strategies to
figure out the clunks.
Another while reading strategy according to Klingner and Vaughn’s CSR model is Get the Gist. Get the Gist is
employed for each paragraph. I began to think aloud using this strategy by asking myself questions about the most
important person, place, or thing in the paragraph I was reading. Then I tried to find the answer for my questions.
However, the click and clunk, and get the gist strategies are supported by the while-reading strategies as fix-up
strategies in order for CSR to suit the purposes of this study.
After finishing the preview, click and clunk and get the gist strategies I began to think aloud about the text using the
post reading wrap up strategy as is mentioned in CSR. Wrap-up consists of two activities: a) generating questions,
and b) reviewing. I began thinking aloud using questions mainly starting with who, what, when, where, why, and
how. Then, I tried to find out the answers to my questions. I went through the text to re-read the difficult parts or
find out more about the details. Then, the wrap up strategy was supported using the post reading strategies as fix-up
strategies.
After students have witnessed applying the strategies through teacher modeling, the teacher asks them to form
groups of five students, where each student performs a defined role as students collaboratively implement the
strategies. This comes in the following We do it stage.
b: We do it, in which the class is divided into cooperative groups to practice pre-reading, while-reading and
post-reading strategies together with supportive instruction from the teacher or the whole class working together
with the teacher in guided practice using the CSR. Cooperative learning is “any pattern of classroom organization
that allows students to work together to achieve their individual goals” (Harris and Hodges, 1995, in Koda, 2005, p.
267). For the We do it stage, we once again refer to the three strategies of previewing, click and clunk, and getting
the gist.
Once students have learned the four strategies (preview, click and clunk, get the gist, and wrap up) and the related
support strategies through teacher modeling, they are asked to apply CSR in their peer-led cooperative learning
groups. Student roles are an important aspect of CSR. Members have been assigned reading tasks. Procedures for
having cooperative learning groups are as follows.
Set the stage. First, I randomly assigned students to groups of five. The group members would change every two or
three sessions. Then, I assigned roles to students. I changed their roles on a regular basis so that students can
experience a variety of roles. The following five roles were given to the five members of the group:
1)
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Clunk Expert: Reminds the group of the steps to follow when trying to figure out the clunk(s).

3) Gist Expert: Guides the group toward getting the gist and determines that the gist contains the most important
idea(s) but not unnecessary details.
4)

Announcer: Calls on group members to read a passage or share an idea.

5) Reporter: Reports to the class the main ideas the group learned and shares a favorite question the group has
generated.
And now we will have a look at the role of each cooperative group members in this study in the three stages of pre-,
while-, and post-reading strategies.
Preview: (before reading)
Leader: We know that today's topic is-----------------.

Let's brainstorm about the topic.

Leader: now have a quick look at the whole text and use support preview strategies.
Announcer: Now we share our best ideas. You (for example, student number one) first say what you think of the
topic.
Gist expert: Have you got the general idea of the text through skimming? Tell about it.
Clunk expert: Have you used the support preview strategies to have a better understanding of the whole text? What
are the questions that you might want to answer while you are reading the text.
Leader: Now, let's predict and write everything we think we might learn about from reading today.
Reporter: I would like to report to other groups our predictions about the text and the main ideas we learnt in the
preview. I will also raise the questions that we expect to find answers for in the during-reading activity.
Click and clunk and Get the Gist (During reading)
Leader: Now we will read each paragraph one by one and use support Click and Clunk and Get the Gist strategies.
Announcer: someone please read. Student number one you read please.
Gist expert: Now we will go around the group and each will give the gist in his own words.
Gist expert: What is the most important idea in this paragraph?
Clunk expert: Tell us where your clunk in this paragraph was. Have you tried to use the support while-reading
strategies? Other members please help him how to find out the clunks using fix-up strategies.
Reporter: our group’s understanding of this paragraph is this. We still have some clunks. What is your idea about
our clunks? How can we figure them out?
Wrap up (After reading)
Leader: Let’s have a review of what we covered in the text. Please share your whole understanding of the text and
use support wrap-up strategies.
Leader: Now, let's think of some questions to check if we really understood what we read. Please make as many
questions as you can about the text you read. Try to start your questions mainly with who, when, what, where, why,
or how.
Announcer: Please share your best questions. Student number one what are your questions? The rest please try to
answer the questions and share your answers.
Clunk expert: For some of us there are some difficult questions. Why do you think you could not answer them? Did
you go back to read the details of the passage to find the answer of some questions? Others please help him how to
find the answer if he cannot get the answer himself.
Reporter: I would like to retell our understanding and our possible clunks of the whole text to other groups and then
to figure our clunks out.
During the cooperative group activity, my role as a teacher was to circulate among the groups to encourage students
to remain on-task and provide assistance.
c: You do it, in which the students are expected to use strategies more independently still by teacher's supportive
scaffolding. Again some reading tasks were given to each student and they were asked to read and think-aloud about
it for themselves using the three support preview, click and clunk and get the gist strategies. They were also asked to
answer the end of the text questions.
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2) Text scaffolding: Texts of reasonable reading difficulty and high interest to students were used to make strategy
instruction less threatening and confusing for students. The reading materials had themes and supporting details and
consisted of several paragraphs. They also contained clues/pictures for predicting.
3) Task scaffolding: Learners were offered a range of possible reading tasks to help them deploy and transfer the
strategies. Transfer is enhanced by task similarity. The probability of transfer from one task to another is increased
on a new task when the new task is similar to a previous task (Ross, 1987), and the learner understands the
conditions under which the strategy applies (Pressley, Levin, and Ghatala, 1984a). Then I told the students that in
the real activity of reading they must employ all the strategies together depending on the kind of text and tasks
demands.
The course consisted of sixteen sessions of 70 minutes. The strategy instruction was carried out by the researcher
himself arranged with the normal class hour. After the treatment was over, both the Experimental and Control groups
were given the posttests.
3. Results and Discussion
Independent samples ‘t’ test and repeated measure ANOVA were employed to compare the mean scores of the
intermediate and advanced students from the control and experimental groups on the pretest and post test Farsi and
English reading strategies questionnaire and reading comprehension test.
As represented in Table 1, the Repeated Measure ANOVA revealed that there was a significant change in the English
reading scores from pre to post test situation irrespective of the groups. F value of 309.215 was found to be
significant at .000 levels. From the mean values it is evident in the pre test irrespective of the groups the mean score
was 14.77 which was increased to 16.09 with the gain of 2.32 scores. However, when the change of scores from pre
to post test situation was considered with respect to groups, again a significant F value was observed (F=286.318;
P<.000) indicating a differential gain for groups. From the table we find that experimental group had a gain of 2.60
scores (From 15.05 to 17.65) whereas the control group had a gain of only .05 scores (from 14.48 to 14.53). We can
definitely say that experimental group which had undergone intervention of reading strategies instructions had
gained better than control group, which had not undergone such intervention. (See Table 1)
Hence, hypothesis 1a formulated as “There is no differential gain for experimental and control groups in English
reading scores after the intervention” is rejected as the experimental group gained significantly higher than the
control group.
As represented in Table 2, in Persian reading test, repeated measure ANOVA revealed that there was a significant
change in scores from pre to post test situation irrespective of the groups. F value of 504.903 was found to be
significant at .000 level. From the mean values it is evident in the pre test irrespective of the groups the mean score
was 15.23 which was increased to 17.23 with the gain of 1.45 scores. However, when the change of scores from pre
to post test situation was considered with respect to groups, again a significant F value was observed (F=438.034;
P<.000) indicating a differential gain for groups. From the table we find that the experimental group had a gain of
2.81 scores (From 15.87 to 18.68) whereas the control group had a gain of only .10 scores (from 15.68 to 15.78). We
can definitely say that the experimental group which had undergone intervention of reading strategy instructions had
gained better than the control group, which had not undergone such intervention. (See Table 2)
Hypothesis 1b formulated as “Proficiency level of students will not have any significant influence over gain in
scores from pre to post test situation in English reading scores” is accepted as there was no significant F value
observed.
Further, gains with proficiency as well as gains with proficiency and groups were both found to be non-significant
indicating that proficiency level of students did not influence the performance from pre to post test situation in
English. (See Table 3)
Therefore, hypothesis 2a formulated as “There is no differential gain for experimental and control groups in Persian
reading scores after the intervention” is rejected as the experimental group gained significantly higher than the
control group.
Further, gains with proficiency as well as gains with proficiency and groups were both found to be non-significant
indicating that proficiency level of students did not influence the performance from pre to post test situation in
Persian. (See Table 4)
Hypothesis 2b formulated as “Proficiency level of students will not have any significant influence over gain in
scores from pre to post test situation in Persian reading scores” is accepted as there was no significant F value
observed.
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As shown in table 5, Repeated Measure ANOVA revealed that there was a significant change in scores from pre to
post test situation in English strateg questionnaire scores irrespective of the groups. F value of 3337.064 was found
to be significant at .000 level. From the mean values it is evident in the pre test irrespective of the groups the mean
score was 44.39 which was increased to 77.04 with the gain of 32.65 scores. However, when the change of scores
from pre to post test situation was considered with respect to groups, again a highly significant F value was observed
(F=2921.599; P<.000) indicating a differential gain for groups. From the table we find that experimental group had a
gain of 63.20 scores (from 44.92 to 108.12) whereas the control group had a gain of only 2.10 scores (from 43.87 to
45.97). We can definitely say that experimental group which had undergone intervention of reading strategy
instructions had gained better than control group, which had not undergone such intervention. (See Table 5)
Thus, hypothesis 3a formulated as “There is no differential gain for experimental and control groups in English
reading strategy scores after the intervention” is rejected as the experimental group gained significantly higher than
the control group.
As Table 6 represents, Repeated measure ANOVA revealed that there was a significant change in scores from pre to
post test situation in Persian reading strategy scores irrespective of the groups. F value of 3872.278 was found to be
significant at .000 level. From the mean values it is evident in the pre test irrespective of the groups the mean score
was 46.38 which was increased to 76.72 with the gain of 30.34 scores. However, when the change of scores from
pre to post test situation was considered with respect to groups, again a highly significant F value was observed
(F=3418.346; P<.000) indicating a differential gain for groups. From the table we find that the experimental group
had a gain of 30.34 scores (from 46.38 to 76.72) whereas the control group had a gain of only 1.83 scores (from
47.20 to 49.03). We can definitely say that the experimental group which had undergone intervention of reading
strategy instructions had gained better than control group, which had not undergone such intervention.
Hypothesis verification indicated that hypothesis 3b formulated as “There is no differential gain for experimental
and control groups in Persian reading strategies questionnaire scores after the intervention” is rejected as
experimental group gained significantly higher than control group.
Further, gains with proficiency as well as gains with proficiency and groups were both found to be non-significant
indicating that proficiency level of students did not influence the performance from pre to post test situation. (See
Table 7)
Hypothesis 4a formulated as “Proficiency level of students will not have any significant influence over gain in
scores from pre to post test situation in English reading strategy scores” is accepted as there was no significant F
value observed.
Further, gains with proficiency as well as gains with proficiency and groups were both found to be non-significant
indicating that proficiency level of students did not influence the performance from pre to post test situation. (See
Table 8)
Hypothesis 4b formulated as “Proficiency level of students will not have any significant influence over gain in
scores from pre to post test situation in Persian reading strategy scores” is accepted as there was no significant F
value observed.
4. Conclusion and Implication
Strategy instruction to learners has shown mixed results. Studies in L1 and L2 showed that reading strategy
instruction can help poor readers improve their reading comprehension (Carrell, 1985; Anderson and Roit, 1993;
Block, 1993; Palincsar and Brown, 1984; Jimenez et al. 1995; Pearson and Fielding, 1991). The finding of the
current study about the effect of reading strategy instruction in L2 on L2 reading comprehension ability and the
awareness and use of reading strategies in L2 is in line with the results of these studies. However, Cotterall (1990)
reported no significant improvement in the reading comprehension of ESL pre-university students after
implementing reciprocal teaching intervention. The reason may be that strategies were taught to students only in L2
and no explanation was given in L1 to nullify the possible lack of understanding of the strategies in L2. This study
has also shown that an increase in L2 reading ability, and reading strategy awareness and use will result in an
increase in L1 reading ability, and reading strategy awareness and use as a result of transfer of reading strategies
from L2 to L1. This finding supports the results of the following studies. Hardin (2001) found that bilingual
Spanish-English fourth graders of four levels of proficiency, who were exposed to think-aloud procedures,
transferred strategic behaviors from one language to the other regardless of their proficiency level. Hua (1997, in
Koda, 2005) compared strategy use among Chinese ESL learners in their L1 and L2 and found that readers used
identical comprehension strategies in their two languages, suggesting that reading strategies may transfer across
languages, regardless of linguistic distance. Jimenez et al. (1995) also found that bilingual readers tended to have a
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unitary view of reading and conceive many similarities between reading in Spanish (L1) and English (L2). Sarig
(1987) stated, “reading is reading” and that L1 reading strategies transfer to the L2 context. In addition, the common
underlying proficiency hypothesis and the reading universal hypothesis claim that reading is a skill interdependent
or universal across languages. However, the direction of the transfer in these studies was mainly from L1 to L2. In
this study, the direction of transfer was from L2 to L1, called reverse transfer (Cook, 2003, p.1) showing the
difference of the findings of this study with the aforementioned studies. Cook (2002b) points out that one of the
characteristics of L2 users is that the knowledge of their L1 is in some respects not the same as that of a monolingual.
In other words, the L2 user's knowledge of their first language is undoubtedly influenced by the other languages they
learn, in terms of syntax, lexicon, pragmatics, phonology, etc. Diaz (1985) also found that children learning a second
language have better conceptual development, creativity and analogical reasoning.
In this study the proficiency level of students did not have any significant influence over gain in scores from pre to
post test situation in L2 and L1 reading tests as well as English and Persian reading strategies questionnaire. In fact,
students from both proficiency levels of intermediate and advanced gained nearly the same degree of improvement
as a result of the instruction of reading strategies. Available research also shows that strategy instruction positively
affects both reading performance and strategy use of language learners of varying abilities (Anderson, 1991;
Muniz-Swicegood, 1994; Jimenez, 1997, in Lawrence, 2007). Hua (1997, in Koda, 2005) compared strategy use
among Chinese ESL learners in their L1 and L2 and found that readers used identical comprehension strategies in
their two languages, suggesting that reading strategies may transfer across languages, regardless of linguistic
distance. Hardin (2001) found that bilingual Spanish-English fourth graders of four levels of proficiency, who were
exposed to think-aloud procedures, transferred strategic behaviors from one language to the other regardless of their
proficiency level.
Learning strategy-based instruction is a learner-focused approach to teaching with the goal of creating greater
learner autonomy and increased proficiency. It helps students to become more aware of available strategies, to
understand how to organize and use strategies systematically and effectively, and to learn when and how to transfer
strategies to new contexts (Brown, 2001). Pedagogically, it is implied that since languages are in interaction and
have effects on each other, we can reach multiple goals by learning a further language. That is, to broaden the
horizon of our knowledge by learning a L2, and to compensate for areas of weaknesses in L1 as a result of the
transfer of knowledge from L2 to L1. Therefore, our students would be cognitively and conceptually developed both
in L2, in which they receive the instruction, and L1, to which transfer of knowledge and concepts from L2 to L1
happens. It is the job of L2 teachers to make sure if their learners are aware of their own repertoire of learning
strategies in L1 and L2, and if not to teach the strategies in L2 to reach two goals: improvements in strategic
learning both in L2 and in L1.
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Table 1. Mean pre-, and post-test scores in English reading test of students with intermediate and advanced level of
proficiency of experimental and control groups
Groups
Pre test

Post test

GROUPS

PROFICIENCY

Mean

S.D

Mean

S.D

Control

Intermediate

13.30

2.02

13.40

2.06

0.10

Advanced

15.67

1.86

15.67

1.99

0.00

Total

14.48

2.27

14.53

2.31

0.05

Intermediate

14.00

1.70

16.57

1.83

2.57

Advanced

16.10

1.58

18.73

1.98

2.63

Total

15.05

1.94

17.65

2.19

2.60

Intermediate

13.65

1.89

14.98

2.51

1.33

Advanced

15.88

1.73

17.20

2.50

1.32

Total

14.77

2.12

16.09

2.73

1.32

Experimental

Total
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Table 2. Mean pre-, and post-test scores in Persian reading test of students with intermediate and advanced level of
proficiency of experimental and control groups
Groups
Pre test

Change

Post test

GROUPS

PROFICIENCY

Mean

S.D

Mean

S.D

Control

Intermediate

14.43

1.57

14.53

1.70

0.10

Advanced

16.93

2.08

17.03

2.11

0.10

Total

15.68

2.22

15.78

2.28

0.10

Intermediate

14.53

1.46

17.10

1.45

2.57

Advanced

17.20

2.09

20.27

2.43

3.07

Total

15.87

2.24

18.68

2.55

2.81

Intermediate

14.48

1.50

15.82

2.03

1.34

Advanced

17.07

2.07

18.65

2.79

1.58

Total

15.78

2.22

17.23

2.81

1.45

Experimental

Total

Table 3. Results of repeated measure ANOVA for mean pre-, and post-test scores in English reading test of students
with intermediate and advanced level of proficiency of experimental and control groups
Sum of

Mean

Source of variation

Squares

df

Square

F

Sig.

Change

105.338

1

105.338

309.215

.000

Change x Group

97.538

1

97.538

286.318

.000

Change x Proficiency

.004

1

.004

.012

.912

Change x Group x Proficiency

.104

1

.104

.306

.581

Error (Change)

39.517

116

.341

Table 4. Results of repeated measure ANOVA for mean pre-, and post-test scores in Persian reading test of students
with intermediate and advanced level of proficiency of experimental and control groups
Sum of
Source of variation

Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Change

127.604

1

127.604

504.903

.000

Change x Group

110.704

1

110.704

438.034

.000

Change x Proficiency

.938

1

.938

3.709

.057

Change x Group x Proficiency

.938

1

.938

3.709

.057

Error (Change)

29.317

116

.253
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Table 5. Mean pre-, and post-test scores in English cognitive and metacognitive reading strategies questionnaire of
students with intermediate and advanced level of proficiency of experimental and control groups
Groups
Pre test

Change

Post test

GROUPS

PROFICIENCY

Mean

S.D

Mean

S.D

Control

Intermediate

40.57

11.24

42.17

12.03

1.60

Advanced

47.17

8.47

49.77

8.41

2.60

Total

43.87

10.41

45.97

10.98

2.10

Intermediate

43.00

6.53

104.63

4.71

61.63

Advanced

46.83

4.81

111.60

6.06

64.77

Total

44.92

6.01

108.12

6.43

63.20

Intermediate

41.78

9.20

73.40

32.77

31.62

Advanced

47.00

6.83

80.68

32.01

33.68

Total

44.39

8.48

77.04

32.47

32.65

Experimental

Total

Table 6. Mean pre-, and post-test scores in Persian cognitive and metacognitive reading strategies questionnaire of
students with intermediate and advanced level of proficiency of experimental and control groups
Groups
Pre test

Change
Post test

ROUPS

PROFICIENCY

Mean

S.D

Mean

S.D

Control

Intermediate

43.67

9.59

45.50

10.16

1.83

Advanced

50.73

7.46

52.57

7.27

1.84

Total

47.20

9.23

49.03

9.45

1.83

Intermediate

43.43

8.53

103.13

4.31

59.70

Advanced

47.70

4.10

105.67

5.85

57.97

Total

45.57

6.98

104.40

5.25

58.83

Intermediate

43.55

9.00

74.32

30.07

30.77

Advanced

49.22

6.16

79.12

27.56

29.90

Total

46.38

8.19

76.72

28.82

30.34

Experimental

Total

Table 7. Results of repeated measure ANOVA for mean pre-, and post-test scores in English cognitive and
metacognitive reading strategies questionnaire of students with intermediate and advanced level of proficiency of
experimental and control groups
Sum of
Source of variation

Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

63961.350

1

63961.350

3337.064

.000

Change x Group

55998.150

1

55998.150

2921.599

.000

Change x Proficiency

64.067

1

64.067

3.343

.070

Change x Group x Proficiency

17.067

1

17.067

.890

.347

Error (Change)

2223.367

116

19.167

Change
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Table 8. Results of repeated measure ANOVA for mean pre-, and post-test scores in cognitive and metacognitive
reading strategies questionnaire of students with intermediate and advanced level of proficiency of experimental and
control groups
Source of variation

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Change

55206.667

1

55206.667

3872.278

.000

Change x Group

48735.000

1

48735.000

3418.346

.000

Change x Proficiency

11.267

1

11.267

.790

.376

Change x Group x Proficiency

11.267

1

11.267

.790

.376

Error (Change)

1653.800

116

14.257
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